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ABSTRACT 

In this study I investigate the relation between account activity and variables that seems 

effective in providing information on the default risk of credit card holders. Using Artificial 

Neural Network, MLP ANN perform relatively well in predicting defaulters based on the dataset used 

in this study. Decision Tree algorithm used to create a set of decision-making rules based on MLP ANN 

output. 

INTRODUCTION 

According to The Balance research site Credit card default rates are commonly around 29.99%. 

However, this investment and finance research site have forecasted that the average credit card 

balance per consumer and default rate is going to rise in coming years [1]. Therefore, the 

information about consumers’ account activity and behavior is of great importance for lending 

institutions which issue credit cards. 

In this study I investigate the relation between account activity and variables that seems effective 

in providing information on the default risk of credit card holders. In the literature this approach 

to measuring the credit card default risk is called credit scoring. Credit scoring is defined as a 

method that helps lenders determine credit worthiness of the applicants with respect to the 

applicants' financial and demographic status such as, income, job, account balance, age and 

marital status, etc. [2].   



Many quantitative techniques have been applied for credit scoring. Linear and quadratic 

discriminant analysis are among the most commonly used traditional statistical techniques. In 

this study I am going to use and determine the most efficient data mining algorithms for 

establishing the credit risk of credit card holders. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Many classical statistical methods like discriminant analysis and logistic regression have been 

used to develop models for prediction of credit risk and credit card default [3]. With the advent 

of machine learning, new classification and prediction algorithms were being used to predict 

credit risk [4]. According to Baesens et al, and Desai, Crook, & Overstreet predicting probability 

of default is an important problem. However, to forecast probability of default is a challenge 

facing practitioners and researchers, and it needs more future investigation [5][6]. 

There has been research work on credit card default datasets. Abbas Keramati et.al have done a 

literature survey on studies with credit card datasets using a variety of data mining algorithms 

[7]. However, he did not analyze the performance of any prediction or classification algorithms. 

Similarly, Adela Ioana et.al study application of clustering analysis on a credit card dataset 

without analyzing the effectiveness of this method [8]. The study of Simona Vasilica Oprea et.al 

evaluates few classification algorithms [9]. None of the previous research considers the 

efficiency of these algorithms with respect to feature selection. Feature selection is the process of 

determining the best input variables that have ability to make prediction of the target variables 

most efficient. In this study, based on feature selection, I am evaluating and determining the best 

efficient algorithms for predicting credit card default. 

 

 



METHODOLOGY 

Data Mining may be defined as the process of finding potentially useful patterns of information 

and relationships in data.  As the quantity of clinical data has accumulated, domain experts using 

manual analysis have not kept pace and have lost the ability to become familiar with the data in 

each case as the number of cases increases.  Improved data and information handling capabilities 

have contributed to the rapid development of new opportunities for knowledge discovery. 

Interdisciplinary research on knowledge discovery in databases has emerged in this decade. Data 

mining, as automated pattern recognition, is a set of methods applied to knowledge discovery 

that attempts to uncover patterns that are difficult to detect with traditional statistical methods. 

Patterns are evaluated for how well they hold on unseen cases. Databases, data warehouses, and 

data repositories are becoming ubiquitous, but the knowledge and skills required to capitalize on 

these collections of data are not yet widespread. In this research As a First step I used Auto-

Classification tool in SPSS Modeler which applies 11 different algorithms shown in Figure 1. In 

Figure 2 he most efficient algorithms with highest accuracy rates are displayed based on current 

data set used for analysis. 

Figure 1. Auto-Classification’s Algorithms 

 



Figure 2. The most accurate algorithms. 

 

The following is a brief description of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm suggested 

and displayed by Auto-Classification as the most accurate models as shown in Figure 2. 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) - Artificial neural networks are defined as information 

processing systems inspired by the structure or architecture of the brain (Caudill & Butler, 1990). 

They are constructed from interconnecting processing elements, which are analogous to neurons. 

The two main techniques employed by neural networks are known as supervised learning and 

unsupervised learning. In unsupervised learning, the neural network requires no initial 

information regarding the correct classification of the data it is presented with. The neural 

network employing unsupervised learning can analyze a multi-dimensional data set to discover 

the natural clusters and sub-clusters that exist within that data. Neural networks using this 

technique can identify their own classification schemes based upon the structure of the data 

provided, thus reducing its dimensionality. Unsupervised pattern recognition is therefore 

sometimes called cluster analysis [10,11,12].  

Supervised learning is essentially a two-stage process; firstly, training the neural network to 

recognize different classes of data by exposing it to a series of examples, and secondly, testing 



how well it has learned from these examples by supplying it with a previously unseen set of data. 

A trained neural network can be thought of as an "expert" in the category of information it has 

been given to analyze. It provides projections given new situations of interest and answers "what 

if" questions.  

There are disadvantages in using ANN.  No explanation of the results is given i.e. difficult for the 

user to interpret the results. They are slow to train due to their iterative nature. Empirical studies 

have shown that if the data provided does not contain useful information within the context of the 

focus of the investigation, then the use of neural networks cannot generate such information any 

more than traditional analysis techniques can. However, it may well be the case that the use of 

neural networks for data mining allows this conclusion to be reached more quickly than might 

ordinarily be the case.  

Multilayer Perceptron and Radial Basis Function neural networks-The Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) is one of the most widely implemented neural network topologies. In terms of 

mapping abilities, the MLP is believed to be capable of approximating arbitrary functions. This 

has been important in the study of nonlinear dynamics, and other function mapping problems. 

MLPs are normally trained with the back-propagation algorithm. Two important characteristics 

of the Multilayer Perceptron are:  

1.  Its smooth nonlinear Processing Elements (PEs). The logistic function and the hyperbolic  

     tangent is the most widely used. 

2. Their massive interconnectivity i.e. any element of a given layer feeds all the elements of the 

next layer.  

The Multilayer Perceptron is trained with error correction learning, which means that the desired 



response for the system must be known. Back propagation computes the sensitivity of a cost 

function with respect to each weight in the network and updates each weight proportional to the 

sensitivity [13].  

The Radial Basis Function (RBF) network is a popular alternative to the MLP which can offer 

advantages over the MLP in some applications. An RBF network can be easier to train than an 

MLP network. The RBF network has a similar form to the MLP in that it is a multi-layer, feed-

forward network. However, unlike the MLP, the hidden units in the RBF are different from the 

units in the input and output layers. They contain the Radial Basis Function, a statistical 

transformation based on a Gaussian distribution from which the neural network's name is 

derived. Like MLP neural networks, RBF networks are suited to applications such as pattern 

discrimination and classification, pattern recognition, interpolation, prediction and forecasting. In 

the hidden layer of an RBF, each hidden unit takes as its input all the outputs of the input layer 

xi. The hidden unit contains a basis function which has the parameters center and width. The 

center of the basis function is a vector of numbers, ci, of the same size as the inputs to the unit 

and there is normally a different center for each unit in the neural network. The first computation 

performed by the unit is to compute the radial distance, d, between the input vector xi and the 

center of the basis function, typically using Euclidean distance:  

d = SQRT ((x1 - c1)2 + (x2 - c2)2 + ... (xn - cn)2)  

The unit output, a, is then computed by applying the basis function B to this distance divided by 

the width w: a = B(d/w)  



Decision Trees- Decision trees and rule induction are two most commonly used approaches to 

discovering logical patterns within medical data sets. Decision trees may be viewed as a 

simplistic approach to rule discovery because of the process used to discover patterns within data 

sets.   

Decision tree is built through a process known as binary recursive partitioning. This is an 

iterative process of splitting the data into partitions, and then splitting it up further on each of the 

branches.  Initially, you start with a training set in which the classification label (say, 

"productive" or "non-productive") is known (pre-classified) for each record.  All the records in 

the training set are together in one big box. The algorithm then systematically tries breaking up 

the records into two parts, examining one variable at a time and splitting the records based on a 

dividing line in that variable (say, FP> 30 or FP<=30).  The object is to attain as homogeneous 

set of labels (say, "productive" or "non-productive ") as possible in each partition.  This splitting 

or partitioning is then applied to each of the new partitions. The process continues until no more 

useful splits can be found. The heart of the algorithm is the rule that determines the initial split 

rule [14]. 

The process starts with a training set consisting of pre-classified records. Pre-classified means 

that the target field, or dependent variable, has a known class or label: "productive" or "non-

productive”. The goal is to build a tree that distinguishes among the classes. For simplicity, 

assume that there are only two target classes and that each split is binary partitioning. The 

splitting criterion easily generalizes to multiple classes, and any multi-way partitioning can be 

achieved through repeated binary splits. To choose the best splitter at a node, the algorithm 

considers each input field in turn.  Each field is sorted. Then, every possible split is tried and 



considered, and the best split is the one which produces the largest decrease in diversity of the 

classification label within each partition. This is repeated for all fields, and the winner is chosen 

as the best splitter for that node.  The process is continued at the next node and, in this manner, a 

full tree is generated. 

THE DATASET 

The dataset is obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository credit card defaulter [15]. It is a 

newly published dataset obtained in 2015. The attribute details in the dataset according to UCI 

Repository are given as follow: 

This dataset employs a binary variable, default payment (Yes = 1, No = 0), as the response 

variable. This study reviewed the literature and used the following 23 variables as explanatory 

variables:  

X1: Amount of the given credit (NT dollar): it includes both the individual consumer credit and 

his/her family (supplementary) credit.  

X2: Gender (1 = male; 2 = female).  

X3: Education (1 = graduate school; 2 = university; 3 = high school; 4 = others).  

X4: Marital status (1 = married; 2 = single; 3 = others).  

X5: Age (year).  

X6 - X11: History of past payment. It is tracked the past monthly payment records (from April to 

September 2005) as follows: X6 = the repayment status in September 2005; X7 = the repayment 

status in August 2005; . . .; X11 = the repayment status in April 2005. The measurement scale for 

the repayment status is: -1 = pay duly; 1 = payment delay for one month; 2 = payment delay for 

two months; . . .; 8 = payment delay for eight months; 9 = payment delay for nine months and 

above.  

X12-X17: Amount of bill statement (NT dollar). X12 = amount of bill statement in September 



2005; X13 = amount of bill statement in August 2005; . . .; X17 = amount of bill statement in 

April 2005.  

X18-X23: Amount of previous payment (NT dollar). X18 = amount paid in September 2005; 

X19 = amount paid in August 2005; . . .; X23 = amount paid in April 2005. 

Amount to be paid next month 

The dataset took payment data in October 2005, from an important bank (a cash and credit card 

issuer) in Taiwan and the targets were credit card holders of the bank. Among the total 25,000 

observations, 5529 observations (22.12%) are the cardholders with default payment.  

Figure 3. The credit card default model 

 

Since data is unbalanced in terms of number of records for customers with credit card default and 

non-default customers, a balance node is used to make the distribution of the two categories 

almost equal. Figure 4 displays the original distribution. 



Figure 4. Distribution of customer records with default and non-default 

 

The data was partitioned into two groups, training including 70% of records and 

validation/testing including the 30% of the records.   

Analysis Results for Artificial Neural Network. 

In this study I am reporting the results of the most efficient algorithm according to Auto-

Classification feature of IBM SPSS Modeler. Figures 5 and 6 shows the accuracy rates of RBF 

neural network and MLP neural network. 

Figure 5. RBF Confusion Matrix 

 



Figure 6. MLP Confusion Matrix 

 

As you can see from Figure 5 RBF ANN is very efficient predicting non-defaulters (90.3%). 

However, it has a poor performance predicting the defaulters (37%). Figure 6 shows MLP ANN 

is much better than RBF ANN in predicting the defaulters (62.3%). However, it is not as good as 

RBF in predicting non-defaulters (79.5%). In general, we are more interested in identifying 

defaulters, and overall accuracy of MLP ANN (70.9%) is higher than RBFANN (63.6%). 

Decision Tree algorithm-Since Artificial Neural Network does not explain how it arrives at its’ 

prediction using input variables and does not create a set of rules for making decision about who 

is a defaulter and/or non-defaulter, I used a decision tree algorithm using output of MLP ANN to 

create set of decision-making rules. Figures 7 and 8 displays partial rules for predicting 

defaulters and non-defaulter. 

 

 



Figure 7. Partial rules for defaulters 

 

Figure 8. Partial rules for non-defaulters 

 



CONCLUSION 

MLP Artificial neural Network perform relatively well in predicting defaulters based on the 

dataset used in this study. However, data mining algorithms needs to be applied to other credit 

card datasets to make a more reliable observation on their performance and accuracy. 
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